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MOTIVATION

In summer, important large-scale flood extremes
in Central Europe are triggered by slowly moving
Vb-cyclones [1]

Orographic and convective precipitation en-
hancement intensifies the storm precipitation [5]
Our research questions:

Fraction of convective precipitation in the histor-
ical and a future climate?

Why change of fraction in a future climate?
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Motivation - Vb

3

following Van Bebber (1891)

Dürre oder Flut, oder beides?

Sommer 2003 (5 Standard-
b i h Mi l f )abweichungen vom Mittel entfernt)

Reto Knutti / IAC ETH Zurich

Sommer Temperaturen in Zürich (Schär et al. 2004)

Dresden 2002

METHODS & EVALUATION

COSMO-CLM/NEMO climate simulations (Dx =
12km, extended MedCORDEX domain) [2]
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Vb cyclone tracks climatology [2]

Estimation of convective precipitation fraction
with
(a) Convection-permitting event simulations (CPS,
Dx=3.3km) and tracking of convective cells [4]
(b) Diagnostic method following Poujol et al. [3]

RESULT 1
Relative frequency as a function
of convection fraction during Vb-
cyclones in current climate and
a warmer climate scenario un-
der SSP5-8.5 in the Central Euro-
pean box (COSMO-CLM-NEMO
driven by ERA-Interim reanaly-
sis in 1979 to 2014 and by CMIP6
EC-Earth3: Historical, 1950-2014,
and future SSP5-8.5, 2015-2099)

Composites of 500 hPa geopoten-
tial height anomalies for histor-
ical and a future climate 3 days
before the Vb onsets.
Composites are averaged over
events with the highest and low-
est 10% of convection fraction in
CCLM-ERAI as detected within
the Central Europe box.

RESULT 2

Relative frequency as above for
historical and SSP5-8.5 however
after clustering into trough and
cutoff-low events

Two-cluster compositing of 500
hPa geopotential height into
trough and cutoff-low events
and frequencies for historical
and future SSP5-8.5 climate

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Simple diagnostic of Poujol et al. [3] is applied as indicator for con-
vective precipitation fraction (after evaluation against CPS)

Historical climate Vb events: Convection contribution about 30%
(troughs: 25%, cut-off lows: 45%)

Future Vb events: larger convective contribution 55% (very likely,
esp. because of more convective troughs) -> > Vb floods intensity
(+ paths more eastward (uncertain) -> smaller orographic contribu-
tion -> dampening effect on Vb floods, not shown)

Change in large scale dynamics and small scale thermo-/dynamics

Outlook: 10y (hist) + 10y (SSP5-8.5) CPS with ICON-CLM in the
MedCORDEX domain done and available for direct convective con-
tribution diagnostics
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